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Mass-decorrelated Xbb Tagger 

using Adversarial Neural Network 
 
 

Abstract 
  

One key task performed by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC is the Xbb tagging, which refers 

to the identification of Higgs bosons decaying into bottom quark pairs (!	 → 	$$%). Deep neural 

networks (DNN) have been adopted to develop Xbb taggers. While DNN-based taggers are 

generally performant in signal vs. background classification, they tend to have high jet mass 

correlation, which is undesired as it sculpts the jet mass distribution of the background to 

resemble that of the signal. One technique to minimize jet mass correlation is the training of an 

adversarial neural network (ANN). In this study we demonstrate the application of ANN training 

to develop two mass-decorrelated Xbb taggers (Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top). The 

performance is evaluated with metrics for classification power and jet mass correlation. 
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1. Introduction 
The identification of the Higgs boson has been one of the key tasks performed by the 

ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). At the LHC, pairs of protons 

are accelerated to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, travelling in opposite directions, colliding 

at the center of the ATLAS detectors [1]. While the proton-proton collisions occur, showers of 

collision debris in the form of new particles scatter in all directions. In order to capture the 

generated particles and the underlying physics processes, ATLAS detectors record an enormous 

flow of data, for example energy, momentum and paths of the particles. From the massive 

amount of data, high performance computing clusters group related data pieces and reconstruct 

something called jets, each of which is a mathematical representation of a hadronically decaying 

resonance. 

This process enables further analysis of the physics processes that underwent shortly after 

the collision, and particularly the production of the Higgs bosons. However, because the Higgs 

bosons are short-lived and decay before reaching the detector, they cannot be observed directly, 

and the identification of them relies on the detection of their decay products. The decay of a 

Higgs boson to a pair of bottom quarks (!	 → 	$$%) has the largest branching fraction within the 

Standard Model, making it a vital decay mode to use for searching for the production of Higgs 

bosons in the collision [1]. Thus, in order to identify Higgs bosons and further study their 

physical properties, it is paramount to identify jets containing pairs of b-hadrons and this task is 

also referred to as Xbb tagging. 

 Over the past decades, several Xbb tagging algorithms have been developed, and one 

recent advancement in Xbb tagging is the adoption of neural networks. As a machine learning 

algorithm, the neural network constructs a mathematical model capable of making predictions 

and classifications by considering sample data, through a process called training, without being 

explicitly programmed to perform the task [2]. From the computational perspective, a neural 

network is a network that consists of simple computing units, also known as neurons, assembled 

in layers and connected to each other. Through training with a large enough dataset, a neural 

network learns the correlations among the multivariate input features by adjusting the weights 

carried by each neuron. As a result, the weights collectively act as an abstraction of the 

correlations among the input features from the training dataset. After sufficient training is 

performed, the neural network uses the optimized weights to make predictions about unseen data 

samples.  
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In the context of jet tagging, neural network-based taggers are trained to classify signal 

jets against other background jets. Depending on the specific hadronically decaying resonances 

to tag, different training features have been used. For example, jet substructures have been used 

in W-boson tagging and Xbb tagging [1, 3]. In addition to jet substructures, flavour tagging 

variables, such as impact parameters and secondary vertices, have been used as training features 

for Xbb tagging [4]. While neural network-based jet taggers have been developed and 

demonstrated effective for various hadronically decaying resonances, one flaw of the neural 

network approach is the introduction of jet mass correlation. The jet mass correlation mostly 

arises from the jet mass dependency of the jet substructures, and the neural network indirectly 

learns to use the jet mass as a powerful signal discriminator [3]. With jet mass correlation in the 

taggers, the act of tagging distorts the jet mass distribution of the background jets and make it 

resemble that of the signal jets. This effect is often referred to as the sculpting effect. The 

sculpting effect is generally undesired in jet tagging because it renders the taggers less useful for 

searches for new hadronically decaying particles where the pole masses of hypothesized 

resonances are not known a priori [3]. 
To counter the sculpting effect, training of adversarial neural networks (ANN) has been 

proposed and employed for neural network-based taggers of several hadronically decaying 

resonances [3]. The ANN is a technique that can be used to minimize undesired bias or 

correlations that are unintentionally introduced in the standard neural network training [5]. The 

aim of this study is to develop a mass-decorrelated Xbb tagger using the ANN technique and 

assess its performance. 

 

2. Motivation – Mass-decorrelated W Boson Tagger 
 This study was motivated by the mass-decorrelated W boson tagger work by Andreas 

Sogaard et al [3]. In their study, they demonstrated that through ANN training, mass 

decorrelation of the neural network-based W boson tagger can be effectively achieved while 

retaining high classification power. In this study, we adopted the ANN training framework from 

the mass-decorrelated W boson tagger to develop a mass-decorrelated Xbb tagger. 
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3. Adversarial Neural Network 

Figure 1: Architecture of the adversarial neural network [3]  

 

Classifier Network  

The adversarial neural network is composed of two neural networks: the classifier 

network and the adversary network. The classifier network is the typical neural network-based 

jet tagger tasked with classifying signal versus background jets. For a given input jet, the label 

(() is a binary value, with one representing Hbb signal and zero representing background. The 

inputs ()) of the classifier network are the training features, and the output is the network’s 

prediction on the label in the form of the probability of the given jet being a signal (*). During 

each training iteration, the binary cross entropy is used as the loss function (+,-.), and the 

computed loss gets back-propagated through the layers of neurons in the classifier network to 

tune the weights (/,-.). 

 +,-.0/,-.1 = −( log 7,-.0(8), /,-.1 − (1 − () log(1 − 7,-.0(8), /,-.1) (1) 

 

Adversary Network 

The adversary network, on the other hand, is tasked with inferring the jet mass. The 

adversary network uses the output of the classifier network, which is feed-forwarded as its main 

input, as well as an auxiliary input (;), log 7<. The auxiliary input ensures robust mass 

decorrelation inclusively as well as differently with respect to 7< [3]. Using the inputs, the 

adversary network constructs a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) probability density function by 

computing the parameters to each GMM component, namely the mean, the variance, and the 

normalization coefficient. The GMM probability density function essentially represents the 

adversary network’s prediction of the jet mass of a given jet. Therefore, the more jet mass 

information is embedded in the classifier’s output variable, i.e. high mass correlation, the more 
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accurate the adversary network’s prediction on the jet mass is. The adversary network evaluates 

its prediction by deriving the probability of the true jet mass (=) based on the Gaussian mixture 

model. From there, the heuristic loss (+>?@), computed only for background jets, gets back-

propagated through the adversary network to tune its weights (/>?@): 
 +>?@(/>?@) = − log 7>?@(=|*, ;, />?@) (2) 

 

Joint Objective of the Networks 

In addition, the adversary network back-propagates its loss to the classifier network via a 

gradient reversal channel. At the gradient reversal channel, the loss is negated and scaled before 

being passed to the classifier network. The classifier network in turn uses this negative feedback 

to adjust /,-. to minimize the jet mass information embedded in * and make it more difficult for 

the adversary network to infer jet mass from *. Through this process, the classifier network 

effectively reduces the mass correlation of *. This mechanism is captured in the joint objective of 

the two networks: 

 min
EFGH

max
EKLM

+,-.0/,-.1 − N+>?@(/,-., />?@) (3) 

 

During back-propagation,	/>?@ acts on the gradient to minimize +>?@ whereas /,-. acts 

oppositely to maximize +>?@. For the classifier network, the magnitude of the gradient scaling 

between +,-. and +>?@ is controlled by the scale factor (N) of the gradient reversal channel. In 

other words, N determines the relative importance between maximizing +>?@ and minimizing 

+,-. for the classifier network. The greater N is, the more emphasis is placed on maximizing 

+>?@, hence minimizing jet mass correlation. The lower N is, the more emphasis is placed on 

minimizing +,-., hence optimizing jet classification. Ultimately, we want to the find an optimal 

balance between the two objectives so that our trained tagger can classify jets accurately while 

keeping its jet mass correlation minimal.  

 

4. Network Architecture and Hyperparameters 
 Both of the classifier and the adversary networks are densely connected networks and are 

connected in a single, feed-forward architecture as shown in Figure 1. For the classifier network, 

the output layer consists of a single value in the range between 0 and 1, representing the 

probability of the jet being a signal, and the sigmoid function is used as the activation function. 
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For the adversary network, the outputs are the three parameters to each of the GMM component, 

namely the mean, the variance, and the normalization coefficient, and in total, 20 GMM 

components are used. Each of the GMM parameter types uses a different activation function: 

sigmoid for the mean, softplus for the variance, and softmax for the normalization coefficient. 

 In neural network training, hyperparameters define the high-level properties of the model; 

for example, the complexity of the network and how fast it should learn, and the values of the 

hyperparameters are fixed before the training process. In practice, the selection of optimal 

hyperparameters is usually done by training models with different hyperparameters and testing 

them. However, in this study, due to the time constraint, the hyperparameters are directly 

inherited from the mass-decorrelated W-boson tagger. 

 
Table 1: Hyperparameters of the classifier and the adversary networks 

 

5. Data Samples and Pre-processing 
 For this study, Pythia 8 Monte-Carlo samples were used as training data. The signal 

process is taken to be the boosted !! → $$%$$% hadronically decay topology. Two background 

processes were considered, namely the dijets production and the OP → QQ ̅topology that produces 

top jets. Tagging of Hbb signals against the two classes of background jets needs to be studied 

separately. Therefore, two taggers, Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top, were trained and evaluated 

separately. 

 The dijet background sample is a composition of multiple datasets, namely JZ0W – 

JZ12W, each representing a particular 7< slice, and the jets were normalized to produce a 

smoothly falling 7< distribution as shown in Figure 2. The normalization weight for each jet 

could be calculated by 

Normalization	weight = MC	event	weight	 ×
cross	section × filter	efficiency
number	of	generated	events  

(4) 

 

The MC event weight is the original weight per jet, whereas the cross section, filter 

efficiency, and the number of generated events are common across each 7< slice dataset.  

 

 # Hidden 
layers 

# Nodes per 
hidden layer 

Hidden layer 
activation 

function 
Optimizer 

Initial 
learning 
rate 

Learning 
rate decay 

Gradient 
reversal 
factor (e) 

Classifier 2 64 ReLU Adam 0.01 0.001 

100 
Adversary 1 64 ReLU Adam 0.05 0.01 
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Figure 2: 7< distribution of normalized dijet samples 

 

All samples, including the Hbb signals and the dijet and top jet backgrounds, were 

individually reweighted to flat 7< distributions to ensure equal attention is given across the 7< 

range for training. 

 Furthermore, for each of the Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top tagging, 4,000,000 signal jets 

and 4,000,000 background jets were subsampled from the reweighted samples and split evenly as 

training and testing data. 

 
6. Training Procedure 
 The training procedure consists of three sequential phases: 

 

Phase 1: Classifier-only Training 

 The classifier network was trained alone for 200 epochs. This allowed the classifier 

network to be optimized and stabilized before mass decorrelation is applied. At the end of this 

phase, we saved the classifier network as the stand-alone tagger, *ff.  

 

Phase 2: Adversary-only Training 

 The adversary network was introduced and appended to the classifier network. The 

weights in the classifier network were held fixed, and training was performed for 10 epochs. This 

provided reasonable initial conditions for the adversary network so that the weights of the 

adversary networks were conditioned on the classifier network pre-trained in Phase 1. 
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Phase 3: Combined Training 

 Both networks were simultaneously trained for 200 epochs. This allowed the classifier 

network to adjust its weights according to the negative feedback from the adversary network, and 

therefore minimizing jet mass correlation. At the end of this phase, we saved the classifier 

network as the mass-decorrelated ANN tagger, *gff
(hijkk)

. 

 To validate the effectiveness of the adversarial training, we compared the performance of 

the two trained taggers, *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

. 

 
7. Initial Training Features 
 As an initial attempt to perform training, the training feature set was adopted from the 

mass-decorrelated W-boson tagger. These include the kinematics variables and the jet 

substructures. Although these variables are known to be insufficient for Xbb tagging [4], the 

main goal of this trial was to validate the feasibility of employing the ANN training framework 

for Xbb tagging. 

 

Table 2: Kinematics variables and jet substructures as initial training features [1, 3] 

Variable General Description 

eta Pseudorapidity 

pt Transverse momentum 

e3 Energy correlation function 

C2, D2 Energy correlation ratios 

Tau21, Tau32 N-subjettiness 

FoxWolfram20 Fox-Wolfram moment 

Angularity, Aplanarity, PlanarFlow Jet shapes 

ZCut12, Split12 Splitting scales 

KtDR lm-subjet ∆o 

Qw 
Minimum pair invariant mass 
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Figure 3: Distributions of the initial training features listed in Table 2 for the training and testing data 
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8. Performance Metrics – Initial Training Features 
 To compare the performance of the taggers after training with the initial training features, 

two metrics were evaluated, namely the classification power and the jet mass correlation. 
 

Classification Power 

  The classification power can be measured by plotting the receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) curve for each tagger. The ROC curve is essentially the background rejection as a 

function of the signal efficiency. The signal efficiency (pqrstu-) is the fraction of jets tagged as 

signals in all signal jets, whereas the background rejection (1/pwxstu- ) is the inverse of the 

background efficiency (pwxstu- ), which is the fraction of jets tagged as signals in all background 

jets. In statistics terms, the signal efficiency is essentially the true positive rate (yzo), and the 

background efficiency is the false positive rate ({zo). 
 

pqrstu- =
|qrs
m>ssu?	>q	qrs

|qrsm}m>-
= yzo,					

1
pwxstu- = ~

|wxs
m>ssu?	>q	qrs

|wxsm}m>- �
Äj

=
1

{zo	 
 

 (5) 

  

Both the signal efficiency and the background rejection are varied by the working point, 

which defines the signal/background cut on the tagger output. For example, when the working 

point is set to 50%, any jet with tagger output over 0.5 is tagged as a signal, and any jet with 

tagger output under 0.5 is tagged as background. 

In general, for a fixed signal efficiency, higher background rejection is desired as it 

indicates stronger discrimination against backgrounds for a given level of inclusivity for signals.  

To compare the ROC curves quantitatively, the area under curve (AUC) can be 

computed. Traditionally in statistics, we plot the ROC curve as yzo vs.	{zo, whereas in particle 

physics, it is conventional to plot it as 1/{zo vs.	yzo, mostly for visualization reasons. 

However, for the AUC calculation, we stick with the traditional ROC curve so that the result will 

be in the range between zero and one. In terms of classification power, the higher the AUC, the 

more performant the tagger is. 

 For each of the Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top tagging, we evaluated the stand-alone 

neural network tagger (*ff), the mass-decorrelated ANN tagger (*gff
(hijkk)

), as well as the 

MV2c10 tagger. The MV2c10 tagger is a boosted decision tree-based tagger trained with jet 

kinematics, track impact parameters, and secondary vertex information [1, 4]. In this study, the 

MV2c10 tagger served as a baseline tagger, to which our trained taggers are compared. 
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Figure 4: ROC curves for the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the initial training features, and the baseline MV2c10 

tagger for Hbb vs. Dijet (left) and Hbb vs. Top (right) tagging 

 

Table 3: AUC for the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the initial training features, 

and the baseline MV2c10 tagger 

 *ff  *gff
(hijkk) MV2c10 

Hbb vs. Dijet 0.8868 0.6437 0.8600 

Hbb vs. Top 0.8659 0.6638 0.8283 

 

 For both Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top tagging, the *ff taggers demonstrated 

comparable classification power to the baseline MV2c10 taggers despite the limited information 

in the initial training features. On the other hand, the *gff
(hijkk)

 taggers performed poorly with 

respect to their *ff variants. The difference in the performance between the *ff and the *gff
(hijkk)

 

taggers is attributed to the amount of jet mass information in each tagger output variable due to 

the mass decorrelation carried out in Phase 2 and 3 of the training procedure. This shows that the 

jet mass alone is a strong discriminator for Xbb tagging, and removing it would cause the 

classification power to suffer if there is insufficient Xbb tagging information in the training 

features.  
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Jet Mass Correlation 

 The jet mass correlation of a tagger can be measured by comparing the jet mass 

distributions of the background jets before and after tagging. For taggers with a high degree of 

jet mass correlation, the background jet mass distribution tends to be altered by the tagger to 

resemble the signal jet mass distribution. On the contrary, for taggers with minimal jet mass 

correlation, the background jet mass distribution remains identical before and after tagging. 

Figure 5: Jet mass distribution for the background jets tagged by the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the initial training 

features for Hbb vs. Dijet (left) and Hbb vs. Top (right) tagging 

 
 In each plot of Figure 4, the solid dark grey histogram and the shaded light grey 

histogram represent the original jet mass distribution of the background (Dijet or Top) and the 

signal (Hbb) respectively, before tagging is applied. The two purple curves in each plot represent 

the background (Dijet or Top) jet mass distribution after the two taggers were individually 

applied, with the solid curve representing the *ff tagger and the dashed curve representing the 

*gff
(hijkk)

 tagger. 

 For both Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top tagging, significant sculpting effect can be 

observed for the *ff taggers, with the tagged background jet mass distributions highly 

resembling the Hbb signal jet mass distributions. Evidently, the *ff taggers exhibit a high 

degree of jet mass correlation, most of which originates from jet substructures that were used as 

training features. On the other hand, for the *gff
(hijkk)

taggers, the background jet mass 

distributions were mostly unchanged as of before tagging is applied. The difference in the results 

of the *ff  and *gff
(hijkk)

 shows that mass decorrelation was successfully achieved through the 

adversarial training carried out in Phase 2 and 3 of the training procedure. 
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9. Extended Training Features 
 While successful jet mass decorrelation was demonstrated in the initial training, the 

classification power of the ANN taggers suffered. In order to improve the classification power, 

we included subjet variables that have been known to be effective training features for Xbb 

tagging. Most of the variables are computed outputs of other performant taggers, and the sources 

of them are listed in Table 4. The variables are embedded in each of the two leading subjets, thus 

every jet contains two sets of the variables listed in Table 4 as training features. 

 With the extended training features, the networks were reset and the three phases of 

training were re-performed. After the training, a new set of the *ff  and *gff
(hijkk)

 taggers was 

saved for each of the Hbb vs. Dijet and Hbb vs. Top tagging. 

 
Table 4: Subjet variables used as extended training features [1, 4] 

Variable General Description 

pt, eta Subjet kinematics 

deta, dphi, dr Difference between the large-R jet momentum and the subjet  

IP2D_pu, IP2D_pc, IP2D_pb  Impact parameter-based IP2D tagger output variables 

IP3D_pu, IP3D_pc, IP3D_pb Impact parameter-based IP3D tagger output variables 

rnnip_pu, rnnip_pc, rnnip_pb, rnnip_tau Recurrent neural network-based RNNIP tagger output variables 

JetFitter_energyFraction, JetFitter_mass, 

JetFitter_significance3d, JetFitter_deltaphi, 

JetFitter_deltaeta, JetFitter_massUncorr, 

JetFitter_dRFlightDir, JetFitter_nVTX, 

JetFitter_nSingleTracks, 

JetFitter_nTracksAtVtx, JetFitter_N2Tpair 

Topological multi-vertex JetFitter tagger output variables 

SV1_masssvx, SV1_efracsvx, 

SV1_significance3d, SV1_dstToMatLay, 

SV1_deltaR, SV1_Lxy, SV1_L3d, 

SV1_N2Tpair, SV1_NGTinSvx 

Secondary vertex finder SV1 tagger output variables 
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Figure 6: Distributions of the extended training features listed in Table 4 

of the leading subjet for the training and testing data 
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Figure 7: Distributions of the extended training features listed in Table 4  

of the second leading subjet for the training and testing data 
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10. Performance Metrics – Extended Training Features 

The two performance metrics were then re-evaluated to compare the *ff  and *gff
(hijkk)

 

taggers that were trained the extended training features. 
 

Classification Power 

Figure 8: ROC curves for the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the extended training features, and the baseline MV2c10 

tagger for Hbb vs. Dijet (left) and Hbb vs. Top (right) tagging 

 

 *ff  *gff
(hijkk) MV2c10 

Hbb vs. Dijet 0.9773 0.9596 0.8600 

Hbb vs. Top 0.9475 0.9266 0.8283 

 

Table 5: AUC for the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the extended training features, 

and the baseline MV2c10 tagger 

 

 From the ROC curves and the AUC, it can be shown that both the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 

taggers had substantially improved classification power and outperformed the baseline MV2c10 

tagger. Evidently, the subjet variables that were added as extended training features are strong 

discriminators for Xbb tagging. Between the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 taggers, the *gff
(hijkk)

 had slightly 

poorer performance because part of the classification power was given up in exchange for mass 

decorrelation during the adversarial training. This illustrates the trade-off between the two 

primary objectives of the ANN training, which are the classification power and mass 

decorrelation. 
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Jet Mass Correlation  

Figure 9: Jet mass distribution for the background jets tagged by the *ff and *gff
(hijkk)

 trained with the extended 

training features for Hbb vs. Dijet (left) and Hbb vs. Top (right) tagging 

  
 Similar to the taggers trained with the initial training features, there exhibits a high 

degree of jet mass correlation and sculpting effect in the *ff taggers trained with the extended 

training features. This was expected again as the jet substructures that were used as training 

features are highly correlated to the jet mass. 

 Although mass decorrelation was partially achieved for the *gff
(hijkk)

 taggers, there seems 

to be a certain degree of jet mass correlation remaining, especially for the Hbb vs. Top tagging. 

This was rather unexpected since most of the subjet variables that were added as extended 

training variables have minimal jet mass correlation, except for the deta, dphi, dr variables, and 

we expected the ANN training would be capable of minimizing their effects. Therefore, as a 

potential extension of this study, it could be an interesting experiment to omit the three variables 

from the training features and re-perform the training to see if the jet mass correlation goes away. 

 
11. Conclusion 
 In this study, we demonstrated the application of the adversarial neural networks (ANN) 

as a mass decorrelation technique for deep neural network-based Xbb tagging. In particular, we 

developed two separate mass-decorrelated Xbb taggers, namely the Hbb vs. Dijet tagger and the 

Hbb vs. Top tagger. In both tagging scenarios, mass decorrelation was effectively achieved 

through adversarial training at the cost of partial loss of classification power. When training jet 

taggers with the ANN, it is important to understand the trade-off between the two primary 

objectives, which are the classification power and mass decorrelation. 
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 In addition, several potential improvements can be made to the mass-decorrelated Xbb 

taggers. First, we can perform network optimization for both the classifier network and the 

adversary network to find the optimal network hyperparameters. Second, we can investigate the 

incompletion of mass decorrelation by finding out which training features have high jet mass 

correlation. Lastly, we can consider other reweighting schemes and mass-cuts for the data 

samples to focus on certain ranges of 7<. 
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14. Appendix A: Software packages 
 

Programming language 

Python 2.7.14 

 

Neural network implementation and training 

Keras with TensorFlow backend 2.1.5 

 

Data processing 

Numpy 1.13.3 

Pandas 0.23.4 

 

Plotting 

Matplotlib 2.0.2 
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15. Appendix B: Source Monte-Carlo datasets 

Boosted !! → $$%$$% samples 

user.dguest.301488.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301489.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301490.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301491.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301492.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301493.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301494.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301495.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301496.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301497.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301498.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301499.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301500.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301501.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301502.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301503.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301504.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301505.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301506.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301507.hbbTraining.e3820_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

 

 

Dijet production samples 

user.dguest.361020.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361021.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361022.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361023.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361024.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361025.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361026.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361027.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361028.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361029.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361030.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361031.hbbTraining.e3569_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.361032.hbbTraining.e3668_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

 

OP → QQ ̅samples 

user.dguest.301322.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301323.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301324.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301325.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301326.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301327.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301328.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301329.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301330.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301331.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301332.hbbTraining.e4061_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301333.hbbTraining.e3723_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301334.hbbTraining.e3723_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 

user.dguest.301335.hbbTraining.e3723_s3126_r9364_p3652.cssksd.v2_output.h5 


